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"Airbus is known for innovative aerospace technology that connects and unites people, cultures and businesses. It offers 
important benefits to society, enabling international cooperation and global economic development.

However, our planet faces considerable pressures, such as climate change, water, soil and air pollution, resource scarcity and 
loss of biodiversity. Airbus recognises its role in managing its environmental challenges and contributing to the targets set by 
the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. We all have a part to play in the efforts required to preserve the planet and move 
society towards sustainable development.

‘Pioneering sustainable aerospace’ means, for us, taking our responsibility as a recognised leader in our industry to create 
long-term value for our stakeholders and for society. Our ambition includes strong engagements to reduce our environmental 
footprint, leveraging our technological innovation and taking a lifecycle perspective. The responsibility for meeting these 
commitments is shared at all levels of the company. Our leadership teams are fully engaged. 

Airbus is committed to protecting the environment and human health, reducing the impact of its activities, products and 
services by continually improving its environmental management and by accounting for its compliance obligations. Our 
integrated site and product environmental management system, certified to ISO14001, provides the framework for driving the 
company environmental objectives. This also includes managing Airbus’ use of regulated substances, aiming at their 
elimination.

We engage with our suppliers in order to achieve the objectives we set for our products and sites. Their contribution, 
commitment and innovation is also required for sustainable environmental and business management.

Together, we will continue to build sustainable aerospace.”

Guillaume Faury, Airbus CEO
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